
ACTOR 1
Captain
Gruff, selfish captain – in his 50s or 60s. No patience. Fast-talking. Sarcastic. 

Reference actor: JK Simmons: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-GpYKBGFoJ0

Sample dialogue:
The brainaics we call intelligence tell us the enemy is headed towards Hanauma Bay. 
That island only has one communication tower and you’re going to defend it. I know, I 
might as well bomb the island myself to spare them from your attempts, but I have no 
choice. Go to Hanauma Bay and set up a beachhead. Think you can handle that?

Well, well, well, look who’s not screwing up! Thanks to you, the Hanauama Radar is 
safe for now. Lucky for you, these attacks are happening all over the planet. And that 
body you dragged back? Yeah, that’s been confirmed as an alien life form. Looks 
exactly like my first wife, actually.

ACTOR 1, ROLE 2
Hermit Scientist

Skittish, soft spoken, sniveling. Man. Very excited in a nervous way.
Reference actor: Brad Pitt in 12 Monkeys (this is not a good example but the only one 
we could find!): http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uQSYIBjctMg
 
Sample dialogue:
Why hello officers… (heavy breathing)… I’m just working on… this tower. Once I get 
the satellite in position, I can hack into the aliens main frame. Then we’ll have a real 
chance at destroying these these things once and for all.

ACTOR 2

Sergeant Stone
Early 30’s older brother of our "hero" character (who doesn't speak). Extremely talented 
when it comes to war. Does his killing in style. 

Reference actor: Alexander Skarsgard (we will be using his face for this voice)
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qG3qy6UodnQ
http://youtu.be/bI39u6RTr5Q

Sample dialogue:

Alex, Alex, come in, Alex! Police have been evacuating the civilians, but our alien 
comrades are on to us. Give the police extra backup while they load everyone into the 
transport boat!



Alright, Alex, you heard the Captain, we’ve got to protect this communication tower. 
Seems like we’re just in time for the party — that fleet is only a klick away. 

ACTOR 3

Rachel Kincaid
A strong, attractive lead scientist. 30 years old. She’s has a seductive voice, but she 
remains professional and scientific. Almost like the bad girl gone good.

Reference actress: Angelina Jolie, about 4 mins in to this video http://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=zgtdzPRLnSU

Sample dialogue: 
Why aloha, officers. Thank you for coming to our rescue. My team and I have been 
implementing a jamming signal to disrupt the aliens’ communications and it’s already 
begun to attract some unwanted attention. I won’t lie, it’s a risky operation — but if it 
works, we can get the aliens right where we want them. Alright... here we go…


